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Abstract 

As 3D printers have become cheaper more home users have got one. Before the 3D printer was as 

cheap as now, most people bought all the parts from shops or directly from the manufacturer. These 

days when you practically can make anything you like at home with your own computer, more 

complex and even load bearing parts are being printed at home. Most users however do not have any 

way of testing the strength of the printed part in any other way than practically testing if it works or 

not. This could be dangerous in some cases. 

Previous studies have been done to study the strength of 3D printed parts. These studies have 

however mostly just tested the strength of the parts, not trying to make a model of how to calculate 

the strength. Some studies come up with guidelines to ensure maximum strength. Others develop 

software that analyses and optimizes the part, making as little visual changes as possible, to ensure 

it does not break during cleaning or shipment. With the results from this thesis we hopefully have a 

functional way of calculating the strength of a 3D printed structure of any kind. 

In many cases 3D printed parts start out as a CAE model. This thesis evaluates if applying steel frame 

construction principles on this CAE model can be used to calculate the strength of the printed part. 

The steel frame construction principles are failure by tension, compression, bending, torsion and 

shear of the individual members. In this thesis tension and compression are evaluated for both FDM 

and Polyjet printed parts. The parts tested are not the ordinary ASTM standard parts as in most 

studies, instead we have used tensile bars, triangles and icosahedrons. 
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Sammandrag 

Flera hushåll har skaffat en 3D printer alltefter att priset har sjunkit. Förr när priset ännu var högre, 

köpte de flesta sina delar från butiker eller av en tillverkare. Nuförtiden kan man praktiskt taget 

tillverka vad som helst hemma. Det printas mera komplexa delar och även delar som kräver en viss 

hållbarhet i vanliga hushåll. De flesta hemanvändare har ändå inget annat sätt att testa hållbarheten 

av delarna, förutom genom att testa dem i praktiken. Detta kan i vissa fall vara farligt. 

Det har gjorts tidigare studier om 3D printade delars hållbarhet. Dessa studier har nästan bara testat 

hållbarheten, inte försökt göra en modell för hur man skall räkna ut hållbarheten. Vissa studiers 

resultat är riktlinjer för att försäkra om maximal hållbarhet. Andra utvecklar mjukvara som analyserar 

och optimerar delar, med så få visuella ändringar som möjligt, för att försäkra att delarna klarar av 

att hantera rengöring och transport. Med resultaten från denna avhandling kan man förhoppningsvis 

räkna ut hållbarheten för alla sorters 3D printade delar.   

3D printade delar börjar ofta som en CAE modell. Denna avhandling utvärderar om samma principer 

som används vid uträkning av stålkonstruktioner kan användas på denna CAE modell för att uträkna 

hållbarheten. Dessa principer är svikande i sammantryckning, dragning, böjning, vridning och 

skjuvning av de individuella delarna. Denna avhandling behandlar sammantryckning och dragning 

av både FDM och Polyjet printade delar. Delarna som testas är inte de vanliga ASTM standard 

delarna, utan i denna avhandling testas dragnings stänger, trianglar och icosaedrar. 
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1 Introduction 

How would you calculate the strength of a 3D (three dimensional) printed part? By 

simulating the CAE (Computer Aided Engineering) model with some applied force, you 

get a sense of how the force affects the part. However you would need to make the CAE 

model properties match those of the 3D printed part in the software in order to get the 

correct results. Changing the properties to match a 3D printed one might not even be 

possible to do or at least difficult. This thesis tests if applying steel frame construction 

principles is good way to evaluate the strength of the 3D printed part. The steel frame 

construction principles are failure by tension, compression, torsion, bending and shear 

forces of the individual members. In this thesis the individual members are beams. 

The best example for a beam structure is probably the Eiffel Tower, engineered by 

Gustave Eiffel. The height of the tower is 324m and it has over 18000 metal parts held 

together by 2.5 million rivets. The weight of the metalwork is 7300 tons and the weight 

in total is 10100 tons. [16][18] This building is built almost completely out of beams. A 

picture of the beam structure from the tower can be seen in figure 1 below. The top of the 

tower swings about 7cm by the wind and a temperature change can cause a movement of 

up to 18cm. [18] One of the towers remarkable feature is that if all the iron would be 

melted from the tower, the solid block with an area equal to the towers base would only 

be 6cm high. This is possible due to its beam design [24]. If you 3D printed a structure 

like this, would you be able to use the same principles as Eiffel to calculate the strength 

of the tower? 

 

Figure 1 A picture of the Eiffel Towers beam structure [17] 

3D printers manufactures parts one layer at a time [14]. This makes the parts have 

different properties depending on the technology used to print, because the technologies 

use different methods to attach the printed layers to one another. Unlike steel, the material 
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properties such as strength are anisotropic. Manufacturing parts by adding material 

instead of removing it is called additive manufacturing (AM). With AM a new industrial 

revolution may be on the way. This method lowers the required material and costs of 

manufacturing. Also more complex products can be manufactured without as much or no 

assembly work needed. Customizing a product is also easy because no retooling is 

needed. The need to manufacture thousands of products to cover fixed costs are 

disappearing with AM. Some even see consumers download products from the internet, 

much like we do with music already, and print them in their own 3D printers at home, 

this however is probably a faraway dream. [15] 

3D printing is growing rapidly throughout the world. It is even used in many households 

as the price of 3D printers has come down a lot. The cheapest models I could find in 

Finland costs around 1000 € [6][7], however it is possible to get 3D printers from Amazon 

for under 500 US$. 3D printing is used for both prototyping, as it is easy to do iterations 

and make desirable changes to the CAD (Computer Aided Design) model, and final 

products. In China a company, WinSun, even made a custom built 3D printer which can 

create ten houses in a day. The cost of one house is around 5000 US$ [8]. At 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) a PhD student Peter Schmitt has printed a 

working grandfather clock [15]. Boeing’s 787 Dreamliner has over 30 3D printed parts 

[20]. The possibilities are endless. 

For a decade designers and engineers has used 3D printing mainly for making prototypes 

quickly and cheaply. As 3D printers are becoming able to use more materials the printers 

are starting to be used to make final products as well. Terry Wohler runs a research 

company that specializes in this field and according to him over 20% of 3D printed parts 

are final products rather than prototypes. He also predicts this number to increase to 50% 

by 2020. [15] 

Making a CAE model can be useful in many cases. With the CAE model you can simulate 

different cases to know if the part is correctly dimensioned or if it has the strength needed, 

it can even, in some cases, eliminate the need for a prototype [23]. This is the case if the 

part is manufactured in the traditional ways, e.g. milling or turning and the properties of 

the part are isotropic and well known. With 3D Printed parts the simulation results of the 

CAE model might not be accurate, because in most cases the properties of the printed part 

are behaving like an anisotropic material. Some software’s have the ability to make the 

model have these properties, but you need to know the properties of the material in the 

different directions and it is not as simple to do as it could be, therefore to make the 

material direction correct can mean a lot of work, especially if the model is bigger or 

complex. 

CAE is used for solving engineering problems using interactive graphical software, such 

as PTC Creo. With CAE software you can do calculations that would not be possible or 

very difficult by hand, especially when you also use optimization [1]. CAE is often used 

together with Computer aided design, CAD, and computer aided manufacturing, CAM 

[2]. CAE is a method showing weaknesses, stress concentrations, etc. virtually, in models 

after your desires and needs [38]. 

Different CAE software may use different tools to do the calculations. CREO Simulate, 

the software used in this thesis, uses the Finite Element Analysis (FEA) also known as 

the Finite element model (FEM) [3]. Other simulations are Multibody Dynamics- and 
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Numerical simulations. By using simulation software you can improve the products 

before manufacturing instead of improving them, because of design flaws, after 

manufacturing. This also lowers the need for physically testing the products. [38] 

The medical field has also become interested in different 3D printed parts. Some parts 

have even been used in some countries and more are developed all the time. Some 

examples of the possibilities with 3D printing in the medical field is orthotics. Spine 

implants [10] or 3D printed exoskeletons [9]  that are made individually for every person. 

Custom crowns can be printed in less than an hour by dental labs from x-rays and all over 

the world ceramic and titanium printed replacement knees have been used [20]. For 

structures like the one in figure 2 below, a strength model would be convenient for 

calculating the structural strength for anticipating where and at what load it will fail. 

 

Figure 2 A picture of a 3D printed Cortex Cast [9]. 

1.1 Aim of the thesis 

This thesis is about evaluating how accurate a CAE model is compared to a real 3D 

printed part by using steel frame construction principles. These principles are failure by 

tension and compression force of the individual members. In this thesis the parts that are 

compared are tensile bars, triangles and icosahedrons. These parts can be seen in chapter 

5, 3D printed parts, under their equivalent subchapter. 

The aim of this thesis is to know how accurate beam strength models are when calculating 

the strength of the 3D printed part. This is done by comparing the analysis results with 

the results gained from testing the printed parts using two different 3D printing 

technologies. The parts are printed in multiple directions because studies show that the 

print direction can affect the properties of the printed parts. With the results, it hopefully 
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will be possible to accurately calculate the strength of a 3D printed Eiffel tower or Cortex 

Cast. 

1.2 Limiting the thesis 

This thesis is limited to comparing the accuracy of beam models of the structure to the 

actual 3D printed parts. The 3D printing methods used in this thesis are Polyjet and FDM. 

The CAE model is simulated and the printed parts are tested using the different steel 

frame construction principles. In this thesis the 3D printer settings used were those that 

the print lab recommended. The parameters used can be seen in chapter 5, 3D printed 

parts. 

1.3 Research methods 

This thesis is based on simulating the different CAE models and practical testing of the 

equivalent printed parts. First the simulating part was done with the 3D simulation 

software Creo Simulate. The CAE models were put under tensile- and compression stress. 

The results were interpreted with Microsoft Excel using a macro that extracted the 

relevant data and made the calculations. These calculations were then compared to the 

results from the practical testing. 

The practical part was done by testing the 3D printed part by putting the printed parts 

under tension- and compression loading. The test machine records the load with a load 

sensor and change in length with an extensometer. The extensometer was only used on 

the tensile bars to calculate the modulus. The parts were printed using FDM- and Polyjet 

3D printing technologies, to see if steel frame construction principles could be 

implemented when calculating the properties of the printed parts using any of these 

technologies. 
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2 Background 

There has been a lot of research and testing in this area, and more results are coming out 

all the time. Most studies and research, is based on testing 3D printed parts for strength 

properties. Some studies were made to develop software that optimizes the strength of the 

3D printed parts using as little material as possible or finding points where the CAE model 

is weak or if the model will withstand handling, cleaning or transportation. The structural 

properties are well studied in e.g. mechanical engineering, but for 3D printing this is not 

yet the case [14]. 

As the price of 3D printers has come down, more home users has got one. This has 

resulted in more diverse objects being manufactured at home, including load bearing parts 

that are required to have the necessary strength properties to be safe to use. Normally 

these parts has been purchased from stores or manufacturers, and that has been a wise 

choice, because home users usually does not have any way of testing the strength of their 

parts. [13] 

2.1 Structural analysis 

An analysis of a structure means that its strength, stiffness, stability and vibration is 

analyzed. The purpose of these different analysis is to see if the structure can withstand 

the internal forces, external loads, displacements and vibrations. There are a few 

assumptions that can be made to any structure that is analyzed, these assumptions depend 

on the features and purpose of the structure, type of loads, etc. Structural analysis can be 
divided into three major groups, these groups are static-, stability- and vibration analysis. 

[28] 

Static analysis uses the presumptions that the loads do not act with any dynamic effects. 

A static analysis analyzes a structures strength and stiffness. It can be both linear and 

nonlinear. The linear analysis has the conditions that the material obeys Hook’s law, the 

displacement is small, all constraints are two sided and under loading and parameters of 

a structure do not change. The nonlinear analysis purpose is to determine displacements 

and internal forces due to time dependent conditions. A static analysis is nonlinear if the 

material does not obey Hook’s law, displacements are large or constraints are one sided. 

Buckling analysis is done to determine critical load and buckling mode. Then there is P-

delta analysis, dynamic analysis, free vibration analysis, etc. [28] All different analysis 

have a different agenda. There are also different methods to do analysis, these methods 

are the force method, the displacement method, mixed method, influence lines method 

and matrix stiffness method. To read more about the different analysis and methods check 

[28]. 

2.2 Tension and compression studies 

There has been quite many studies about the strength of 3D printed materials, these kind 

of studies have been made for most of the different 3D printing technologies. The studies 

are conducted with tensile and compression test samples using different settings or 

different print orientations or both when printing. Some studies also test different ways 

to make the parts stronger. From all these different studies the results are the material 

strengths and rules like those below. So far most of the studies I found has used an ASTM 

standard to test the material and/or 3D print technology, a picture of a how a standard 
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tensile specimen looks like can be found in figure 3, the filled specimen is an ISO standard 

specimen but the samples from ISO an ASTM standards are very similar dog bone shaped 

specimens. 

FDM printers are one of the most common 3D printers melting or softening the material 

to produce parts. [22] Most of the articles, research and testing found is about FDM 

printing technology. FDM printed materials have an anisotropic behavior. The biggest 

factors that affect the tensile strength of a FDM printed part is the air gap, build and raster 

orientation, these properties can be set in the printer’s software [21][39]. Color, bead 

width and model temperature does not need to be taken into consideration as the impact 

on the tensile strength is very low. The compression strength of a FDM printed part is 

almost not affected at all by the build direction and raster direction. To get the highest 

strength from FDM printed parts the following steps should be considered: [21] 

1. build parts in a way that tensile loads are carried axially along the fibers 

2. consider that stress concentrations occur at corners with a radius 

3. use a small negative air gap 

4. build orientation affect the part accuracy and strength 

5. tensile loaded areas tends to fail easier than compression loaded areas 

Some of these steps seem obvious, but if you do not know anything about 3D printing 

and want something printed using FDM-technology these steps are a good base to start 

from. 

Parts printed with FDM have a rough surface compared to many other 3D print 

technologies e.g. stereolithography (SLA). The surface roughness for ABS can be made 

smoother, improvement varying from 70-90%, using a chemical finishing. This finish 

lowers the tensile strength a bit, but the ductility improves. Other properties that improved 

was the flexural strength and compression strength. The chemical treatment solution 

consisted of 90% dimethylketone and 10% water. The flexural strength is improved 

around 2.5%, the compression strength improved around 3.5% and the tensile strength 

reduced around 10%. [27] If the compression strength or surface roughness is important 

this is one way to improve it a little. The tensile strength reduction however is larger than 

the improvements of the other mechanical properties. 

A tensile testing study on build directions and structure types has been done using three 

different structure types that can be viewed in figure 3 below. The structure types was 

honeycomb, drills, stripes and filled specimens. These specimens where printed in the 

orientations flat-x, flat-y, vert-x and vert-y (see figure 16). In this study they came to the 

conclusions that the honeycomb structure printed as flat-y has the highest. The actual 

locations where the specimens failed where not concentrated, at the point where the 

highest stress was located according to the FEA. Instead the specimens failed randomly 

along the length of the specimen. This indicates that the specimens have structural 

inconsistencies and how much this affects the mechanical properties of the specimens. 

Another conclusion was that lattice shaped specimens may provide enough strength with 

reduced print time and used material. [29] The honeycomb structure specimen has a 

structure similar to the cortex cast in figure 2. 
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Figure 3 Types of structures and dimensions used in a study in which structure type and build direction was studied. 

The filled test specimen model is the ISO 527:2012 standard tensile test specimen. [29] Conceptually they look like 

figure 2. 

 

Another structure that has been tested, in a study, is a porous bone structure manufactured 

using Inkjet Printing technology (IPT), the structure can be viewed in figure 4 below. 

This study tested different layer printing delays to see if they have an effect on the 

mechanical properties and dimensional accuracy of the structure. The conclusions from 

this study are that the layer printing delay have a big impact on the compressive strength 

but only a small impact on the structural properties. The best delay in printing with IPT, 

based on this study, is 300ms. [25] 

 

Figure 4 A picture of the structure used in the study of porous bone structure. [25] 
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2.3 3D printing, analyzing or optimization systems 

Different systems has been developed to increase the strength of printed models or reduce 

the print time etc. Some of the systems allow the model to be changed a bit to establish 

this strength. Most of the systems are still not optimal in every way and using any of them 

has to be considered for every case separately. 

Adobe has developed a system that analyze the CAE model. From the analysis the 

software detects problematic cases by considering gravity and possible places the object 

can be held. If high structural stress areas are detected, the system corrects the model 

automatically using hollowing, thickening and strut insertion. This is done trying to keep 

the model visually as similar as the original as possible. The detection and correction is 

repeated until the high stress areas disappear. Using this software you can check if the 

model will fail during shipment, cleaning phase or under its own weight. This software 

still has limitation, and improvements and more research needs to be done. Some 

limitations for this software are e.g. the material needs to be homogenous, the visual 

alterations and that it only applies to static models. [14] All these scenarios can be seen 

in figure 5 below. 

 

Figure 5 Different scenarios how the adobe system changes and strengthens the model. First the model was hollowed 

to reduce stress to the neck (a), the model was still front heavy so the neck and legs were thickened to reduce stress in 

the same areas (b, c). The object was still front heavy so the system made a strut (d). All this was automatically done 

by adobes system. [14] 

Autodesk has also developed a system for FDM printed parts. It uses cross-sectional 

analysis as the tool to compute the strength of the parts and tries to optimize the 

orientation of models, resulting in maximizing the mechanical strength of the parts. An 

overview of the algorithm that is used can be seen in figure 6 below. For this system to 

work it makes an assumption that an object is filled uniformly with an isotropic material 

that is strongest over the length of the material. External forces exceeding the maximum 

strength is then found within cross-sections and with that information they determine a 

print direction. The print direction is chosen so that the normal of the weakest cross-

section are as perpendicular as possible to the print direction. The cross sectional analysis 

is based on the Euler-Bernoulli assumption. Some limitations of the system is that it 

assumes objects fails due to bending forces and cannot handle buckling for instance. [26] 

 

Figure 6 A picture of how the algorithm used in Autodesk’s system works. 
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WirePrint is a software that cuts down the printing time by making the model into a 

wireframe instead of solid model. This software is made for FDM printers. This is done 

to be able to make quicker iterations when making prototypes. This software converts the 

3D model into horizontal slices and extracts the contours, then it fills the space between 

the slices using a zigzag pattern. WirePrint prints all contours by moving up and down 

between each layer instead of using the traditional method to stack filament on filament, 

see figure 8. The software also lets the parts be printed with parts of the wireframe filled. 

This software is good in the early stages of the design as the printing is faster. In later 

stages of the design  when the parts printed have functions or is tested for mechanical 

properties this software does not work. Also the nozzle constraints has to be taken into 

account when making the wireframe. The constraints are that the nozzle has to be aware 

of already printed parts so it does not collide, and downward printing cannot be steeper 

than the nozzle slant, see figure 7 below. 

 

Figure 7 The constraints of WirePrint 

 

Figure 8 How the WirePrint makes the wireframe. 
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3 3D printing technology 

3D printing is a sort of AM, which means that instead of removing material to 

manufacture parts, like you do in e.g. milling and turning, you add material. The material 

is added in layers and they can then be put together in different ways. A liquid binder or 

sintering of a laser or electron beam can be used to solidify powder. Filaments of molten 

plastic is another way of making a layer. [15] The height of the layers vary depending on 

the technology used to print. There are many different technologies to 3D print parts, such 

as Polyjet, Selective Laser Sintering (SLS), Stereolithography (SLA) and Fused 

Deposition Modeling (FDM) [19][22]. 

Most of the 3D printed parts start out as a CAD model. A model can be made from scratch 

or by using a 3D scanner [19]. The model is then converted into a stl file before it is sent 

to the printer. This conversion is done because 3D printers can understand, and most CAD 

software can convert CAD models into, stl files. [22] 

This type of manufacturing can be used in many cases e.g. prototyping, architecture, 

healthcare and entertainment. Many industries are also interested in 3D printing, varying 

from automotive to consumer goods manufacturing [22]. Many companies use fast 3D 

printers for rapid prototyping. The printers can cost tens of thousands of euro but the 

companies still save money due to reduced time and manufacturing costs. Before 3D 

printing companies could spend thousands of euro on a single prototype and wait weeks 

for it to get made, while they nowadays are able to spend some hundreds and see the 

results in hours. [19] 

One way to categorize 3D printers is to divide them into two major families of 3D printer 

technologies. The first family is called selective deposition printers. They deposit raw 

material in layers by squirting, spraying or squeezing liquid, paste or powder through 

some kind of nozzle. This kind of 3D printers are usually the kind used at home or in 

offices. The second family is called selective binding printers. They bind raw material 

together using heat or use light to solidify powder or photopolymers that are light 

sensitive. [20] 

3.1 Selective deposition printers 

FDM technology is part of the first family. It uses any material that can be squeezed 

through a nozzle, e.g. plastic (ABS, PLA etc.) and cookie dough. The downside of this 

technology is that all materials can’t be squeezed through a nozzle. Most of these kind of 

printers use plastic, especially created for them. The plastic is sold in spools and is fed 

into the printer where it is molten and squeezed through the nozzle (print head), see figure 

9. Manufacturing and design companies use large and expensive types of FDM printers 

and low end FDM printers are used in homes and offices. They are relatively safe to use 

thanks to the relatively low temperature print heads. [19][20][22] 
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Figure 9 How FDM-technology works [30] 

Laser Engineered Net Shaping (LENS) is another technology part of the selective 

deposition family. LENS blows material powder into a guided laser that melts the material 

and gradually builds the part layer by layer (figure 10). This technology can e.g. use metal 

materials such as stainless steel and titanium. This technology made the industries, like 

aerospace and automotive, more interested in 3D printing. More than one nozzle can blow 

powder into the laser at the same time making the LENS capable of manufacturing alloys 

in ratios that can vary after demand. [20]  

 

Figure 10 How LENS works [40] 
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Inkjet Printing (IPT) is also a part of the first family, this technique is based on the 2D 

printing technology. Instead of using ink on paper it uses thermoplastics or wax materials. 

The printing is done by dropping melted material onto the build platform. When the 

melted material is cooled down it solidifies and forms a layer of the part. The IPT has an 

advantage of having good accuracy and surface finish. The build speed is however low, 

the materials limited and parts are fragile. In figure 11 below you can see how IPT printing 

works. [34] 

 

Figure 11 How IPT works [34] 

 

Laminated object manufacturing (LOM) is also a selective deposition printer. It laminates 

thin material sheets together. LOM does not use a print head to produce layers, instead it 

cuts a material sheet, using a knife or laser, into the desired form. After the layer is 

finished it stacks the cut sheets aside and starts on the next one, the process continues 

until the part is finished. After all layers are cut and put on top of each other it presses 

them together and fuse them into a 3D part. The material that can be used is paper, plastic 

or metal. [20] In figure 12 below you can see how LOM printing works. 

 

Figure 12 How LOM-technology works [35] 
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Polyjet technology uses technology from both families. It uses a print head to spray liquid 

polymers into thin layers and a UV lamp then solidifies the polymers, see figure 13 below. 

The layers can be as thin as 16μm which makes it very precise. Polyjet technology is a 

relatively new as it was developed the year 2000. The Polyjet printers can use several 

print heads at once so multiple materials can be used in one part. The downside with 

Polyjet is that the material used is photopolymers that are expensive and specialized. Most 

photopolymers are also still quite fragile and brittle which can limit the use of this 

technology. [20] 

 

Figure 13 How Polyjet-technology works [36] 

3.2 Selective binding printers 

One of the earliest commercial 3D printing methods is SLA. It works using a UV light 

hardening UV-sensitive photopolymer liquid one layer at a time. After each layer is 

hardened the table holding the printed layers either sinks, the layer height, into the liquid 

and polymers flows on top of the part. Or it can work the other way around, the table 

rises, the layer height, and polymers flows under the part. After the part is printed it still 

needs to be processed a bit. The surface might need to be sanded and excess material 

needs to be rinsed off. Depending on what is printed, the part might need more curing in 

an ultraviolet light oven. The SLA printers are fast and industrial grade printers have the 

ability to make layers as thin as 10μm. The fumes from uncured polymers might be toxic 

to breathe and only one material at a time can be printed. [19][20] In figure 14 below you 

can see how SLA printing works. 
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Figure 14 How SLA-technology works [31] 

SLS printers use a similar technology as the SLA, but instead of using photopolymers it 

uses material powder. A laser melts the powder that lays in a powder bed. The laser is 

guided over the powder bed melting the powder it hits. The remaining powder that is not 

melted works as a support material for the part while it is printed. After the laser melted 

one layer the bed sinks, the layer height, and a roller rolls a new layer of powder on top 

of the previous layer. The unused powder can be reused for the next printing, see figure 

15 below. Using powder as printing material is an advantage as many materials can be 

made into powder, e.g. different metals (titanium, steel, etc.) and nylon. The surface of 

the printed part however is porous and SLS printers are still only able to print with one 

material at a time. [19][20] 

 

Figure 15 How SLS works [32] 
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A confusing name for a 3D printing technology is Three dimensional Printing (3DP), it 

is also part of the selective binding printers. It uses adhesive on powdered material to bind 

it together and as the SLS it then lowers the powder bed and a roller rolls new material 

on top of the previous layer, see figure 16. Using adhesive as a binder means that more 

materials can be used to print, e.g. powdered clay, sawdust, bronze and shredded tires. 

Some of these materials need to be processed after printed e.g. the bronze needs to be 

sintered in a furnace to become solid and the powdered clay needs to be fired in an oven 

to harden. 3DP has a quite rough surface due to the fact that squeezing adhesive onto 

powder makes it hard to make thin layers. This technology also has the possibility to print 

in color. [20] 

 

Figure 16 How 3D Printing works [33] 

There are more 3D printing technologies than those mentioned above. Every technology 

have both negative and positive features and you need to choose technology according to 

what you want to manufacture. For quickly made prototypes, e.g. FDM can be a good 

technology and if you need to make something using metal e.g. SLS can be a good choice.  
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4 Calculations 

The analysis results comes from the CAE models simulation used together with the 

calculations in the Excel macro. The macro uses the simulation data to make the 

calculations for every failure mode. These calculations were made on the basis of 

idealizing a structure like the cortex cast in figure 2, into simple beams. So the strength 

of every beam is calculated separately. 

First the angle between the beam axis and build direction was computed for every beam 

separately as a cross product of two vectors: 

 𝜃 = 𝐴𝑟𝑐𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝑛𝑥 ∗ 𝑛𝑥𝑏𝑢𝑖𝑙𝑑 + 𝑛𝑦 ∗ 𝑛𝑦𝑏𝑢𝑖𝑙𝑑 + 𝑛𝑧 ∗  𝑛𝑧𝑏𝑢𝑖𝑙𝑑) (1) 

where θ is the angle between the build plane and the beam, nx, ny and nz computed as a 

vector along the length of the beam and nxbuild, nybuild and nzbuild are unit vectors 

describing the build direction. 

After the build angle was calculated the strength in the beam direction was computed as 

a linear function of the build angle: 

 
𝑒𝑆𝑥𝑥 = 𝑆𝑥𝑥 −

(𝑆𝑥𝑥 − 𝑆𝑧𝑧)

90 ∗ 𝜃 ∗ 57.29577951
 

(2) 

where eSxx is the calculated strength of the beam element, Sxx and Szz are the input strength 

for the material in the material coordinate system, θ is the angle between the build plane 

and the beam in degrees. 

The tension fail load was calculated using: 

 
𝑇 = 𝑒𝑆𝑥𝑥 ∗ 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 ∗ (

𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑒

𝐹𝑥
) 

(3) 

where T is the calculated load when the beam fails in tension, eSxx is the calculated 

strength for the beam, area is the area of the beam, force is the force used for the CAE 

model when simulated and Fx is the load on the beam. 

For bending calculation: 

 
𝐵 = 1.5 ∗ 𝑒𝑆𝑥𝑥 ∗

𝐼𝑦𝑦

𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒
2 ∗

𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑒
𝑀𝑚𝑎𝑥

, 1.5 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑓𝑢𝑙𝑙𝑦 𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐 𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡 𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 𝑖𝑛 𝑏𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 
(4) 

where B is the calculated load the beam fails in bending, eSxx is the calculated strength 

for the beam, Iyy is the moment of inertia, size is the input size of the beam, force is the 
force used for the CAE model when simulated and Mmax is the maximum moment. The 

moment of inrtia Iyy is calculated as: 

 
𝐼𝑦𝑦 =

𝑤 ∗ ℎ3

12
 

(5) 
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where Iyy is the moment of inertia for the beam, w is the width of the beam and h is the 

height of the beam, i.e. size. 

For tension plus bending together the following calculation was used: 

 
𝑇𝐵 =

𝑇 ∗ 𝐵

𝑇 + 𝐵
 

(6) 

where TB is the calculated fail load for tension plus bending force together, T is the 

tension load and B is the bending load at failure. 

For torsion: 

 
𝑀 = 𝑒𝑆𝑥𝑦 ∗ 0.208 ∗ 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒3 ∗ 1.6 ∗

𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑒

𝑀𝑥
, 1.6 𝑓𝑢𝑙𝑙𝑦 𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐 𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡 𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 

(7) 

where M is the calculated load the beam fails in torsion, eSxy is the input shear strength of 

the material, size is the input size of the beam, force is the force used for the CAE model 

when simulated and Mx is the moment in the beam. 

For buckling calculations the common Euler equation was used: 

 
𝐸𝐵 = 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑢𝑠 ∗ 𝐼𝑦𝑦 ∗

𝜋2

𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ2
∗

𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑒

𝐹𝑥
 

(8) 

where EB is the calculated fail load in buckling for the beam, modulus is the input 

modulus for the material, Iyy is the moment of inertia, length is the length of the beam, 

force is the force used for the CAE model when simulated and Fx is the load on the beam. 

For the direct shear the equation is: 

 
𝐷𝑆 = 𝑒𝑆𝑥𝑧 ∗ 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 ∗

𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑒

𝐹𝑚𝑎𝑥
, 𝐹𝑚𝑎𝑥 = √(𝐹𝑦

2 + 𝐹𝑧
2)  

(9) 

where DS is the calculated direct shear failure load, eSxz shear strength of the material, 

area is the area of the beam, force is the force used for the CAE model when simulated 

and Fmax is the maximum load on the beam. 

In a well designed space frame structure, direct shear and torsion failures are very rare so 

that only tension, bending and buckling needs to be considered. 
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5 3D printed parts 

The parts tested are tensile bars, triangles and icosahedrons. Nomenclature for printing 

direction is given in figure 17. Pictures of the CAD models is seen below in figure 19-23. 

Three different models of the icosahedron were made. One with 3mm beams, one with 

5mm beams and one with 3mm beams and reinforced structure. The figures displaying 

the CAD models are screen caps from the CAD software CREO Parametric. The 

icosahedron with 5mm beams were only printed using the Polyjet printing technology. 

The icosahedrons were printed to be tested as a structure, because the other parts have 

clear points where they will fail, unlike the icosahedrons that have multiple failure 

possibilities. The parts were printed using FDM- and Polyjet-technology. With the FDM 

technology an uPrint SE plus 3D printer was used. The parameters used for the uPrint 

were: raster orientation 45⁰, bead width 0.5mm, air gap: high density which is about 60-

70% from solid (no exact number) and the layer thickness 0,254mm. The Polyjet printer 

used was an Objet30. 

Before printing, an assembly of the different parts was made. This was done to have all 

the different orientations printed in one set. For the triangles we used the naming system 

that can be seen in figure 18.  

 

Figure 17 A picture of how we named our printed parts. 
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Figure 18 How we named our triangles. 

The parts were printed in different angles and orientations to see how that affects the 

strength. The z-axis is the printers build direction. The build direction almost always has 

the weakest tensile strength because the parts are built in layers and the strength in this 

direction is based on how the layers are created. The strength in the build direction is 

typically inly 1/3 of the maximum strength. The 30- and 60-degree angle specimens were 

printed to get an idea of how the angle affects the strength of the part, i.e. if the strength 

is linearly, exponentially or in some other way weakened. 

5.1 Tensile bar 

 

Figure 19 A picture of the tensile bar CAD model 

The tensile bar (figure 19) consists of two 3mm wide square beams between two 

cylinders. The cylinders have a 6mm radius and they have a hole with a radius of 3mm. 

Distance between holes was 50mm. These holes are used to fasten the part with pins when 

testing it. The edges and corners of the beams are rounded to prevent stress concentration. 

The parts are fastened by 6mm bolts and nuts to the testing machine, which then applies 

force to the parts. The tensile bar was tested in tension and compression. From the testing 

of tensile bars we got the fail loads for the different print orientation. In figure 20 below 

you can see an example of the assembly before converting it to a stl file. The tensile bar 

was printed as flat-x, flat-y, z-x, z-x-30, z-x-60, z-y-30 and z-y-60. With the Polyjet the 

tensile bar was printed as flat-x, z-x, z-x-30, z-x-60 and vert-x.  
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Figure 20 A picture of the assembly of tensile bars. 

The assembly of tensile bars (figure 20) was converted in to a stl file so that a 3D printer 

could open and print it. The tensile bars has small 1mm deep grooves to identify printing 

directions and the ones printed in the y direction also have a letter y in them so it is easy 

to recognize print orientation after they are taken out of the printer and taken to the test 

machine. Although this thesis do not take into consideration the fact that the x and y print 

direction has any different strengths. 

5.2 Triangle 

The triangle (figure 21) is made as three tension bars with a 60⁰ angle between them. It 

was tested in compression and tension. Testing the triangles was done because it is the 

simplest structure to be made after a straight beam. From testing a triangle we got a first 

glimpse about if the beam modeling would be accurate or not.  The triangles printing 

orientation was flat-x, flat-y, z-x, z-y, vert-x and vert-y using FDM and flat-x, z-x and 

vert-x using Polyjet. 

 

Figure 21 A picture of the triangle CAD model. 
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5.3 Icosahedron 

The icosahedrons can be seen in figures 22 and 23. With the Polyjet printing technology 

an icosahedron with 5mm beams was also printed. They were tested in compression and 

tension. The 3mm and 5mm icosahedrons are made out of 20 equilateral triangles with 

50mm long beams. 

 

Figure 22 A picture of the icosahedron CAD model with 3mm (left) and 5mm (right) square beams. The 5mm was 

only printed with Polyjet 3D printer. Both have the same dimensions except for the beam size. 

The reinforced icosahedron, figure 23, is made the same way as the 3mm icosahedron 

only it has a smaller equilateral triangle in each big triangle. The smaller triangles has a 

beam length of 25mm as the smaller triangles apexes are the midpoints for the bigger 

triangles beams. 

 

Figure 23 A picture of the icosahedron CAD model with 3mm square beams and reinforced structure 
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5.4 Material properties 

The, suppliers announced, properties of the materials used are presented in table 1 below. 

The material used to create the parts, depends on the technology used to print. Polyjet 

parts were printed using Vero Blue and FDM used Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene (ABS) 

plus. The properties may vary a little bit depending on the supplier.  

Table 1 Properties of the materials used [4][5][11][12]. 

  

Material Vero Blue ABS plus

Tensile Strength 50-60 33-37 MPa

Modulus of Elasticity 2000-3000 2200-2320 MPa

Elongation at Break 15-25 6 %

Flexural Strength 60-70 35-58 MPa

Flexural Modulus 1900-2500 1650-2250 MPa

IZOD Impact,Notched 20-30 106 J/m

Shore Hardness 83-86 - Scale D

Rockwell Hardness 73-76 109,5 Scale M

HDT at 0,45 MPa 45-50 96 ⁰C

HDT at 1,82 MPa 45-50 82 ⁰C

Tg 48-50 108 ⁰C
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6 Results 

6.1 Analysis of parts 

All the calculations for the analysis was done before testing, to be able to anticipate at 

what load, how and where the parts would fail. The simulations of the CAE models were 

done the same way the printed parts was tested so the results are easily comparable. The 

simulation was done using Creo Simulate. As you can see in the analysis failure load 

tables, the x- and y- orientations are believed to have the same strength. The applied force 

in tension or compression was 1N. From these simulations we got the forces direction and 

magnitude in the different beams in the local beam and world coordinate systems. Forces 

Fx, Fy, Fz and moments Mx, My, Mz acting on the end of each beam were computed. Using 

this information and the properties of the used printing material, we analyzed at what load 

the parts should fail and what the fail mode would be. 

The analysis results will hopefully tell you which beam will fail under what load but not 

what part of the beam that will fail, i.e. the analysis results will not tell you if the failure 

will be in the middle of the beam or at the end. The analyzed buckling fail load was much 

smaller than the real buckling load, which lead to the fact that there is both the buckling 

load and the next failure load presented in the analysis tables. The data from the 

simulation was opened in Excel, and with a macro the desirable data was taken into 

consideration when calculating the failure using the equations 1-9. The simulation data 

output was in ASCII instead of Binary to be able to open them in Excel. These results 
was then compared to the results from testing the printed parts. 

The Excel file input data that can be changed after desire are: 

1. Data file from the simulation 

2. Build direction as nx, ny, nz 

3. Force used in simulation, in N 

4. Beam size, in mm 

5. Modulus, in MPa 

6. Sxx and Szz, in MPa in the material coordinate system. 

For the analysis we used the material properties mentioned in table 1 above and for the 

Szz we used around 30% of Sxx, 10-12MPa, with ABS plus and 40%, 20-24MPa with 

VeroBlue. The strength in the build angle is typically only 1/3 of the maximum strength 

[41][42][43]. Torsion moments were less than 1% of the total so that a nominal value of 

25 MPa was used in the analysis. 

The simulation was done on a CAE-model made by using a feature called idealization, 

i.e. the different beams were made using this idealization feature. With the beams 

correctly oriented the different cases were simulated. The beams in the icosahedrons had 

to be oriented separately, otherwise the beams would not have been oriented as the printed 

parts. For the other models, tensile bar and triangle this was not an issue. 

The idealization feature gives you different options to choose from. The idealized beams 

used in this thesis were square with an area of either 9 mm2 or 25 mm2 depending on 

which model was simulated. The printed parts do not have totally squared beams, because 

they have 0.5mm rounded corners which makes the area of the printed parts beams 
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8.7854mm2 and 24.7854mm2. The difference in area however is so small, about 2.5% for 

the 9mm2 beams and even less for the 25mm2, therefore the difference is not taken in 

consideration in the results of this thesis. 

6.1.1 Tension 

A tension loading simulation was done to the tensile bar, triangle and icosahedron. The 

different analysis results from tension testing can be seen in table 2-3 below and the 

different load scenarios for the triangles and icosahedrons can be found in figure 25 and 

26. In these load scenarios you can see how the CAE model was simulated and what the 

results of where the printed part will fail.  There are no load scenarios for the tensile bar 

as there is only one way to load them in tension and the only place they can fail are 

obvious (either beam). In figure 24 below you can see a CAE model of the triangle, with 

idealized beams, constraints and applied tension load. 

 

Figure 24 A picture of the CAE-triangle model with 3mm idealized square beams, constraints and applied tensile 

load. 
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Table 2 A table with the fail loads from the tension analysis for the different FDM specimens tested in tension. The 

load scenarios can be seen in figure 25 and 26. 

 

Simulation fail load (N) Fail mode

Tensile bar:

Flat-x 594-666 Tension

Flat-y 594-666 Tension

z-x 180-216 Tension

Vert-x 594-666 Tension

z-x-30 468-516 Tension

z-y-30 468-516 Tension

z-x-60 342-366 Tension

z-y-60 342-366 Tension

Triangle:
Flat-x, load scenario 1 573-613; Buckle 408-430 Tension+Bending; Buckling

Flat-y, load scenario 1 573-613; Buckle 408-430 Tension+Bending; Buckling

z-x, load scenario 2 764-865; Buckle 408-430 Tension+Bending; Buckling

z-y, load scenario 2 764-865; Buckle 408-430 Tension+Bending; Buckling

Vert-x, load scenario 3 996-1116; Buckle 408-430 Tension+Bending; Buckling

Vert-y, load scenario 3 996-1116; Buckle 408-430 Tension+Bending; Buckling

Flat-y, load scenario 4 302-362 Tension+Bending

z-y, load scenario 5 533-613; Buckle 408-430 Tension+Bending; Buckling

Icosahedron:
z-x 464-525; 194-205 Buckling Tension+Bending; Buckling

flat-x 337-388; 194-205 Buckling Tension+Bending; Buckling

Reinforced icosahedron:
z-x 493-558 Tension+Bending

flat-x 359-412 Tension+Bending

FDM
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Table 3 A table with the fail loads from the tension analysis for the different Polyjet specimens tested in tension. The 

load scenarios can be seen in figure 25 and 26. 

 

Simulation fail load (N) Fail mode

Tensile bar:

Flat-x 900-1080 Tension

Flat-y 900-1080 Tension

z-x 360-432 Tension

Vert-x 900-1080 Tension

z-x-30 720-864 Tension

z-y-30 720-864 Tension

z-x-60 539-648 Tension

z-y-60 539-648 Tension

Triangle:
Flat-x, load scenario 1 905-1086; 371-556 Tension+Bending; Buckling

Flat-y, load scenario 1 905-1086; 371-556 Tension+Bending; Buckling

z-x, load scenario 2 1207-1448; 371-556 Tension+Bending; Buckling

z-y, load scenario 2 1207-1448; 371-556 Tension+Bending; Buckling

Vert-x, load scenario 3 1508-1810; 371-556 Tension+Bending; Buckling

Vert-y, load scenario 3 1508-1810; 371-556 Tension+Bending; Buckling

Icosahedron:
z-x 734-881; 176-265 Tension+Bending; Buckling

flat-x 569-683; 176-265 Tension+Bending; Buckling

z-x (5mm) 2239-2686; 1361-2042 Tension+Bending; Buckling

flat-x (5mm) 1736-2083; 1361-2042 Tension+Bending; Buckling

Reinforced icosahedron:
z-x 781-937 Tension+Bending

flat-x 605-726 Tension+Bending

VB
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Figure 25 A picture of the different tension load scenarios for the triangle. This also shows where the triangle is most 

likely to fail according to the analysis, the plane it fails in does not have to be straight across as the load scenarios 
shows. The failure presented in the load scenarios is the tension plus bending failure, not the buckling failure. If the 

triangle would buckle it would do so in the beams between the two green arrows pointing in the same direction. 

 

Figure 26 The load scenarios for the icosahedrons in tension. This also shows where the icosahedrons are most likely 

to fail according to the analysis, both reinforced and without reinforcements fail at the same place in both print 
orientations, the plane it fails in does not have to be straight across as the load scenarios shows. The failure 

presented in the load scenarios is the tension plus bending failure, not the buckling failure. 
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6.1.2 Compression 

A compression simulation was also done for the tensile bar, triangle and icosahedrons. A 

picture of the CAE model of the tensile bar in compression can be seen below in figure 

27. The results from the compression analysis can be seen in table 4-5 below and the 

different load scenarios can be seen in figure 28 and 29. 

 

Figure 27 A picture of the CAE-tensile bar model with 3mm idealized square beams, constraints and applied 
compression load. 

Table 4 A table with the fail loads from the compression analysis for the different FDM specimens tested in 

compression. The load scenarios can be found in figure 28 and 29. 

 

Simulation fail load (N) Fail mode

Tensile bar:
Flat-x 117-124 Buckling

Flat-y 117-124 Buckling

z-x 117-124 Buckling

Vert-x 117-124 Buckling

z-x-30 117-124 Buckling

z-y-30 117-124 Buckling

z-x-60 117-124 Buckling

z-y-60 117-124 Buckling

Triangle:
Flat-x, load scenario 6 1932-2166; 203-214 Tension+Bending; Buckling

Flat-y, load scenario 6 1932-2166; 203-214 Tension+Bending; Buckling

z-x, load scenario 7 585-702; 203-214 Tension+Bending; Buckling

z-y, load scenario 7 585-702; 203-214 Tension+Bending; Buckling

Vert-x, load scenario 8 1932-2166; 203-214 Tension+Bending; Buckling

Vert-y, load scenario 8 1932-2166; 203-214 Tension+Bending; Buckling

Icosahedron:
z-x 947-1062; 156-165 Tension+Bending; Buckling

flat-x 419-488;156-165 Tension+Bending; Buckling

Reinforced icosahedron:

z-x 803-924; 917-1029; 621-654 Bending; Tension+Bending; Buckling

flat-x 406-473 Tension+Bending

FDM
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Table 5 A table with the fail loads from the compression analysis for the different Polyjet specimens tested in 

compression. The load scenarios can be found in figure 28 and 29. 

 

 

Figure 28 Load scenarios for the triangle in compression, this figure also shows where the triangle is most likely to 

fail according to the analysis, the plane it fails in does not have to be straight across as the load scenarios shows. 

The fail plane in load scenarios is for tension plus bending, if the triangle would fail in buckling it would do so in the 

beams that do not have a failure plane. 

Simulation fail load (N) Fail mode

Tensile bar:

Flat-x 107-160 Buckling

Flat-y 107-160 Buckling

z-x 107-160 Buckling

Vert-x 107-160 Buckling

z-x-30 107-160 Buckling

z-y-30 107-160 Buckling

z-x-60 107-160 Buckling

z-y-60 107-160 Buckling

Triangle:
Flat-x, load scenario 6 2927-3512; 185-277 Tension+Bending; Buckling

Flat-y, load scenario 6 2927-3512; 185-277 Tension+Bending; Buckling

z-x, load scenario 7 1171-1405; 185-277 Tension+Bending; Buckling

z-y, load scenario 7 1171-1405; 185-277 Tension+Bending; Buckling

Vert-x, load scenario 8 2927-3512;185-277 Tension+Bending; Buckling

Vert-y, load scenario 8 2927-3512;185-277 Tension+Bending; Buckling

Icosahedron:
z-x 1435-1722; 142-213 Tension+Bending; Buckling

flat-x 746-895; 142-213 Tension+Bending; Buckling

z-x (5mm) 4045-4854; 1094-1642 Tension+Bending; Buckling

flat-x (5mm) 2103-2524; 1094-1642 Tension+Bending; Buckling

Reinforced icosahedron:
z-x 1357-1628; 1390-1668; 564-864 Bending; Tension+Bending; Buckling

flat-x 723-867; 564-846 Tension+Bending; Buckling

VB
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Figure 29 The load scenario for the icosahedrons in compression. This also shows where the icosahedrons are most 

likely to fail according to the analysis. There is one reinforced and one without reinforcements, both will fail at the 
same place in both printing orientations. The failure presented in the load scenarios is the tension plus bending 

failure, not the buckling failure. If the icosahedron would buckle it would do so in the beams that are on the top or 

bottom. 

6.2 Testing of printed parts 

In this part of the thesis the results from all the tests are shown. The printed parts were 

tested the same way as they were simulated. The different test scenarios for the different 

parts is written in the previous chapter, chapter 6, 3D printed parts, under the sections 

discussing the part in question. To control the test machine a software named Labview 

was used. The testing machine registers load using a load cell and dimension changes in 

the parts using an extensometer. The extensometer was however only used on the tensile 

bars to be able to calculate the tensile modulus for the different materials. The tensile bar 

was tested to get the material properties and behavior for the different orientations and 

print angles. 

Unlike the simulation where the applied force is 1N, the testing is done applying enough 

force to make the parts fail in the different testing setups. The applied force vary 

depending on what part and in what way it is tested. The testing results were registered 

by a load sensor and extensometer. These results are compared to the equivalent results 

gained from simulating the model are discussed in the next chapter, chapter 7. A picture 

of the test machine can be seen below in figure 30. The test machine had fixtures that 

could be changed for different types of testing. The fixtures that are mounted in figures 

30 and 31 below are for the tension testing of tensile bars. For every specimen (tensile 

bar, triangle and icosahedron) and testing scenario (tension and compression) there had 

to be different parts mounted. 
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Figure 30 A picture of the test machine with a mounted tensile bar. In the background, on the monitor, you can see 

the interface of the software Labview used to control the test machine. 

 

The parts that were printed were all named after the specimen in question, print 

technology used, material used and a number. These were then put into a logbook where 

additional information was written. In the logbook information such as the print 

orientation and angle was mentioned, when it was tested and what the abbreviation in the 

name stands for. A specimen named Ten_ABS_FDM_1003, would be a tensile bar 

printed in ABS by a FDM technology printer and it would be the third tensile bar tested. 

For the fifth Polyjet printed triangle with VeroBlue material the name would be 

Tri_VB_PJ_1005. The name also was used in the test summary for every specimen tested. 

In the test summary (figure 32) you can see the failure plane and place, how the part is 

loaded, when it is tested, who did the testing and how the part is printed. For each test 

summary there is also a picture included with the part tested after failure. The different 

results from all the tests can be found in the equivalent subchapters of every test. In the 

appendix you can see some close up pictures of the failure plane for the different 

specimens printed with both FDM and Polyjet. You also find all the test summaries in 

appendix. 
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6.2.1 Tension 

Tension bar, triangle and icosahedrons were loaded in tension. With the tension testing 

on tensile bars, we calculated the tensile modulus and strength for the material. Parts 

printed in different orientations and angles were tested to see how this affects the parts 

properties. 

Polyjet and FDM printed parts does not fail the same way. The FDM printed parts fails 

easier along the build plane if the print angle is high enough and the Polyjet printed parts 

mostly fail straight through the material and more easily shatter. A total of 6 specimens 

of each orientation for the Polyjet and 2-7 specimens of FDM tensile bars were tested in 

tension. With these results we got an average strength and modulus for every orientation 

and angle. There should be more tests done with FDM specimens to make the data more 

reliable. Below is a picture (figure 33) of a tensile bar that has failed due to tension. Figure 

32 and 33 shows an example of the documentation for each test. 

 

Figure 31 A picture of the test machine with a tensile bar specimen mounted. Attached on the right to the specimen is 

the extensometer. 
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Figure 32 A picture of the first tensile test summary for the specimen Ten_ABS_FDM_1001. The specimen in 

question is a flat-x printed tensile bar.  

With the test summary it was easy to keep track of every test and result. The test summary 

contains which part is tested, how it is tested, where it failed, at what load it failed, who 

tested it and when it was tested. For every tested specimen there is also a picture of the 

failed specimen attached e.g. figure 33 below. The rest of the test summaries of the tensile 

bars can be found in the appendix. 

 

 

Figure 33 A picture of the first test, a FDM printed tensile bar that has failed under tension. This is the second page 

of the test summary to clarify the failure with a picture of the tested part. 
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In figure 33 you can see a tensile bar that has failed in tension. The fail load was 34,3 

MPa and the fail plane is straight through the material. The specimen failed near the end 

of the beam. Most of the tensile bars failed in such a way that the first of the two beams 

in the tensile bar that failed did so further away from the edge. And the second beam that 

failed often did so near the edge probably due the bending that appears when one beam 

has failed. 

The specimens that were printed as z-x, z-y, or with an angle of 60 degrees, more often 

failed with both beams near the edge. When FDM specimens that were printed with an 

angle closer to the build direction failed, they did so in the building plane. For the parts 

printed as flat specimens or with an angle of 30 degrees, this was not the case. Instead the 

fail plane was closer to perpendicular to the build plane, see appendix. Below you can see 

charts with the test results for the tensile bars strength vs printing angle for FDM (figure 

34) and Polyjet-tested specimens (figure 35). 

 

Figure 34 A chart with the, strength compared to their print angle, results from testing the tensile bars printed with a 
FDM printer. As you can see the strength follows the linear trendline closely. 

 

Figure 35 A chart with the, strength compared to their print angle, results from testing the tensile bars printed with a 

Polyjet printer. As you can see there is quite a lot of diversity in strength of the same specimen. 
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The triangles tested in tension all failed due to tension plus bending load. Bending stresses 

were only 5% of the tensile stress. Figure 36 is one of test summary sheets of the eighth 

tested triangle printed with FDM. For the triangles we also tried to anticipate, based on 

the tensile bar tests and analysis, where the triangle would fail and what the fail mode 

would be. The most interesting failure for the triangles were the z-x Polyjet printed ones. 

They failed in a way we did not predict failure to the pin holes. A picture of one of the 

failed z-x triangles can be found in figure 38. 

 

Figure 36 A picture of the triangle specimen Tri_ABS_FDM_1008 test summary. The fail load was 501N and the fail 

mode was tension plus bending. 
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Figure 37 A picture of the Tri_ABS_FDM_1008 triangle specimen after it has failed. This is the second page of the 

test summary, to clarify the failure. 

 

Figure 38 A z-x printed Polyjet triangle that has failed in an unpredicted way. 
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The icosahedrons tested in tension also failed due to combined tension plus bending load. 

Here bending stresses were 42% of the tensile stress. In this test below the Polyjet printed 

icosahedrons also failed in an unpredicted way. The FDM printed icosahedron failed as 

we anticipated according to the analysis. In figure 39 and 40 you can see a picture of the 

test summary and tested part for an icosahedron printed with FDM and in figure 41 and 

42 a test summary for a Polyjet printed icosahedron and tested part. 

 

Figure 39 A picture of the test summary of an icosahedron with 3mm beams printed with FDM. You can see it is z-x 

printed specimen that failed at a tension load of 491N. 

Above (figure 39) is the test summary of an icosahedron printed with FDM in z-x 

orientation. The part has failed at a load of 491N due to tension plus bending. And below 

(figure 40) you find the picture of the same specimen after it has been tested. In the top 

right corner of the picture you see where the icosahedron failed. 
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Figure 40 A picture of the tested icosahedron tested in tension. 

 

Figure 41 The test summary for a 5mm beam Polyjet printed icosahedron tested in tension. It failed at a tension load 
of 2122N. 
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Above (figure 41) you find a test summary of a Polyjet printed icosahedron with 5mm 

beams. It has been printed in z-x orientation and has failed in tension at a load of 2122N. 

The failure was not as anticipated tension plus bending in the horizontal beams, instead 

it has shattered in a different place as you can see in the picture below (figure 42). Failures 

appeared to initiate at the stress concentration where the beams were joined together. 

 

Figure 42 A picture of the 5mm beam icosahedron tested in tension. As you can see it has not failed in any particular 

beam, instead it has shattered the part into multiple pieces. 

Table 6 The results from tension testing FDM printed tensile bars. 

 

Test specimen Fail load (N) Fail mode Print orientation Test

Ten_ABS_FDM_1001 618,16 Tension flat-x Tension

Ten_ABS_FDM_1002 550,83 Tension flat y Tension

Ten_ABS_FDM_1003 157,5 Tension z-y Tension

Ten_ABS_FDM_1004 300,14 Tension z-x-60 Tension

Ten_ABS_FDM_1005 377,44 Tension z-x-30 Tension

Ten_ABS_FDM_1006 213,8 Tension z-y-60 Tension

Ten_ABS_FDM_1007 407,41 Tension z-y-30 Tension

Ten_ABS_FDM_1008 206,26 Tension z-y Tension

Ten_ABS_FDM_1009 577,05 Tension flat-x Tension

Ten_ABS_FDM_1010 259,91 Tension z-y-60 Tension

Ten_ABS_FDM_1011 457,46 Tension z-x-30 Tension

Ten_ABS_FDM_1012 563,11 Tension flat-y Tension

Ten_ABS_FDM_1013 582,91 Tension flat-x Tension

Ten_ABS_FDM_1014 447,59 Tension z-x-30 Tension

Ten_ABS_FDM_1015 336,27 Tension z-y-60 Tension

Ten_ABS_FDM_1016 567,58 Tension flat-x Tension

Ten_ABS_FDM_1017 549,69 Tension vertical-x Tension

FDM
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Table 7 The results from tension testing Polyjet printed tensile bars. 

 

Test specimen Fail load (N) Fail mode Print orientation Test
Ten_VB_PJ_1001 1063,1 Tension flat-x Tension

Ten_VB_PJ_1002 694,89 Tension z-y Tension

Ten_VB_PJ_1003 732,16 Tension z-x-60 Tension

Ten_VB_PJ_1004 1024,21 Tension z-x-30 Tension

Ten_VB_PJ_1005 994,9 Tension vert-x Tension

Ten_VB_PJ_1008 850,55 Tension flat-x Tension

Ten_VB_PJ_1009 863 Tension vert-x Tension

Ten_VB_PJ_1010 827,24 Tension z-x-30 Tension

Ten_VB_PJ_1011 268,21 Tension z-x-60 Tension

Ten_VB_PJ_1012 172,52 Tension z-y Tension

Ten_VB_PJ_1013 877,67 Tension flat-x Tension

Ten_VB_PJ_1014 840,07 Tension vert-x Tension

Ten_VB_PJ_1015 814,46 Tension z-x-30 Tension

Ten_VB_PJ_1016 184,38 Tension z-x-60 Tension

Ten_VB_PJ_1017 92,1 Tension z-y Tension

Ten_VB_PJ_1018 894,46 Tension flat-x Tension

Ten_VB_PJ_1019 876,88 Tension vert-x Tension

Ten_VB_PJ_1020 842,48 Tension z-x-30 Tension

Ten_VB_PJ_1021 593,01 Tension z-x-60 Tension

Ten_VB_PJ_1022 410,89 Tension z-y Tension

Ten_VB_PJ_1023 890,58 Tension flat-x Tension

Ten_VB_PJ_1024 849,94 Tension vert-x Tension

Ten_VB_PJ_1025 842,13 Tension z-x-30 Tension

Ten_VB_PJ_1026 463,75 Tension z-x-60 Tension

Ten_VB_PJ_1027 305,28 Tension z-y Tension

Ten_VB_PJ_1028 894,44 Tension flat-x Tension

Ten_VB_PJ_1029 856,03 Tension vert-x Tension

Ten_VB_PJ_1030 824,42 Tension z-x-30 Tension

Ten_VB_PJ_1031 433,26 Tension z-x-60 Tension

Ten_VB_PJ_1032 321,99 Tension z-y Tension

Polyjet
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Table 8 The results from tension testing FDM printed triangles. 

 

Table 9 The results from tension testing Polyjet printed triangles. 

 

Table 10The results from tension testing FDM printed icosahedrons. 

 

Table 11 The results from tension testing Polyjet printed icosahedrons. 

 

  

Test specimen Fail load (N) Fail mode Print orientation Test Load scenario

Tri_ABS_FDM_1001 447,37 Tension + Bending Flat-x Tension 1

Tri_ABS_FDM_1002 656,35 Tension + Bending z-x Tension 2

Tri_ABS_FDM_1003 939,45 Tension + Bending Vert-x Tension 3

Tri_ABS_FDM_1004 945,81 Tension + Bending Vert-y Tension 3

Tri_ABS_FDM_1005 671,37 Tension + Bending z-y Tension 2

Tri_ABS_FDM_1006 434,26 Tension + Bending Flat-y Tension 1

Tri_ABS_FDM_1007 378,93 Tension + Bending z-y Tension 4

Tri_ABS_FDM_1008 501,96 Tension + Bending Flat-y Tension 5

Tri_ABS_FDM_1009 510,87 Tension + Bending Flat-y Tension 1

Tri_ABS_FDM_1010 431 Tension + Bending Flat-x Tension 1

Tri_ABS_FDM_1011 976,06 Tension + Bending Vert-x Tension 3

Tri_ABS_FDM_1012 800,17 Tension + Bending z-x Tension 2

Tri_ABS_FDM_1013 784,3 Tension + Bending z-y Tension 2

Tri_ABS_FDM_1014 1001,78 Tension + Bending Vert-y Tension 3

Tri_ABS_FDM_1015 1015,31 Tension + Bending Vert-x Tension 3

FDM

Test specimen Fail load (N) Fail mode Print orientation Test Load scenario

Tri_VB_PJ_1001 1138,56 Tension + Bending flat-x tension 1

Tri_VB_PJ_1002 163,73 Tension + Bending flat-x tension 1

Tri_VB_PJ_1003 1829,73 Tension + Bending vert-x tension 3

Tri_VB_PJ_1004 1900,76 Tension + Bending z-x tension 2

Tri_VB_PJ_1005 1933,84 Tension + Bending z-x tension 2

Polyjet

Test specimen Fail load (N) Fail mode Print orientation Test

Ico_ABS_FDM_1001 491,42 Tension + Bending z-x tension

Ico_ABS_FDM_1002 273,96 Tension + Bending flat-x tension

Rico_ABS_FDM_1001 330,39 Tension + Bending flat-x tension

Rico_ABS_FDM_1002 383,77 Tension + Bending z-x tension

FDM

Test specimen Fail load (N) Fail mode Print orientation Test
Ico_VB_PJ_1001 739,35 Shattered z-x tension

Ico_VB_PJ_1002 2122,02 Shattered z-x (5mm) tension

Rico_VB_PJ_1001 963,7 Tension + Bending z-x tension

Polyjet
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6.2.2 Compression 

The compression testing was done using tensile bars, triangles and icosahedrons. For the 

tensile bars the failure mode was anticipated to be buckling. The buckling load was 

calculated with Euler’s buckling for pinned ends. However the failure load for buckling 

was anticipated to be much lower than the actual results. Results from compression testing 

the parts can be seen in tables 12-17 below. 

 

Figure 43 A picture of a Polyjet printed tensile bar in compression. In the picture you can see how the tensile bar has 

buckled due to the compression force applied. 

In figure 44 and 45 below you can see a compression test summary for a FDM printed 

tensile bar. The test summary shows that the flat-y printed tensile bar is printed with FDM 

and it has failed in buckling under a compression load of 606N. There is no failure plane 

in the test summary because the beams did not break, they might have some failures inside 

the outer shell. You can see some whiter parts in the middle of the beams in figure 44, 

which might be some failure. 
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Figure 44 Picture of the test summary for a flat-y FDM printed tensile bar, that has buckled at a load of 606N. The 

Specimen has not actually broke in any place that you can see, atleast not without a microscope. 

 

Figure 45 The same flat-y printed specimen as in the test summary above in figure 44. You can see that it has some 

whiter spots in the middle of the beams, but it is still intact. 
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For the triangles we anticipated tension plus bending failure. However the only the case 

that did not buckle was the z-x printed triangle. The buckling fail load was however much 

greater than the one in the analysis. This was the case for both the FDM and Polyjet 

printed triangles. The results for the triangles tested in compression can be seen in the 

tables below (table 14 and 15). The first compression tested FDM printed triangle test 

summary can be found below (figure 46 and 47). Most triangles broke after they buckled 

due to the bending force as you can see in the test summaries in the appendix. 

 

Figure 46 Test summary for the first FDM printed triangle tested in compression. In the next figure, figure 47, you 

see the picture of the buckled triangle in question. 
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Figure 47 The triangle that has buckled, test summary for this triangle can be seen in figure 46 above. 

Icosahedrons with 3mm beams was first also anticipated to fail in buckling according to 

the analysis, for the reinforced icosahedron and 5mm icosahedron the fail mode was 

anticipated to be tension plus bending. However, also in this case, we changed the failure 

for every icosahedron to be tension plus bending. In figure 48 and 49 you can see the test 

summary for one icosahedron tested in compression that has shattered under the 

compression load. 
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Figure 48 Test summary for icosahedron with 5mm beams that has failed at a compression load of 2699N. In figure 

49 below you can see the printed part after testing. 

 

Figure 49 Icosahedron after being tested in compression, part of the test summary (figure 48) above. 
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Table 12The results from compression testing FDM printed tensile bars. 

 

Table 13The results from compression testing Polyjet printed tensile bars. 

 

Table 14 The results from compression testing FDM printed triangles 

 

Table 15 The results from compression testing Polyjet printed triangles 

 

Table 16 The results from compression testing FDM printed icosahedrons. 

 

Table 17The results from compression testing Polyjet printed icosahedrons. 

 

  

Test specimen Fail load (N) Fail mode Print orientation Test

Ten_ABS_FDM_1018 602 Buckling z-y Compression

Ten_ABS_FDM_1019 606,45 Buckling flat-y Compression

Ten_ABS_FDM_1020 598,76 Buckling z-y-30 Compression

Ten_ABS_FDM_1021 530,9 Buckling z-y-30 Compression

FDM

Test specimen Fail load (N) Fail mode Print orientation Test
Ten_VB_PJ_1006 484,71 Buckling z-y compression

Ten_VB_PJ_1007 792,26 Buckling z-x-30 compression

Polyjet

Test specimen Fail load (N) Fail mode Print orientation Test Load scenario
Tri_ABS_FDM_1016 1096,51 35,21226718 Vert-x compression 8

Tri_ABS_FDM_1017 876,14 28,13551702 flat-x compression 6

Tri_ABS_FDM_1018 517,71 16,62524085 z-x compression 7

FDM

Test specimen Fail load (N) Fail mode Print orientation Test Load scenario

Tri_VB_PJ_1006 1189,32 38,19267823 vert-x compression 8

Tri_VB_PJ_1007 1255,06 40,30378934 flat-x compression 6

Tri_VB_PJ_1008 1076,52 34,57032755 z-x compression 7

Tri_VB_PJ_1010 990,86 31,81952473 flat-x compression 6

Tri_VB_PJ_1009 1557,15 50,00481696 flat-x (reinforced) compression 6

Polyjet

Test specimen Fail load (N) Fail mode Print orientation Test
Rico_ABS_FDM_1003 330,81 Tension + Bending flat-x compression

Rico_ABS_FDM_1004 760,75 Tension + Bending z-x compression

FDM

Test specimen Fail load (N) Fail mode Print orientation Test

Ico_VB_PJ_1003 448,78 Shattered z-x compression

Ico_VB_PJ_1004 2699,37 Shattered z-x (5mm) compression

Rico_VB_PJ_1002 917,9 Tension + Bending z-x compression

Polyjet
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7 Comparing the results 

The results from both the analysis and testing is here analyzed together to see how 

accurately we could anticipate the right failure place, load and mode for every specimen. 

The results from the analysis of every part should give us at least the right place and fail 

mode for this type of method to be accurate at all. If the place of failure is wrong then it 

does not matter if the fail load or mode is correct, because who would trust a structure to 

be safe if you know the load under which it will fail but you do not know where or how 

it will fail? If the load is correct and the place or mode is wrong, it might just be a 

coincidence. If the analysis shows that the fail mode and place is correct but the load is 

somehow wrong, then that result is much more promising and the calculations can be 

altered to give the correct fail load as well. 

The tensile bars were made for the purpose of testing that the calculations in the analysis 

were at least somewhat correct before starting to test the structures. Some minor changes 

in the strength for the parts printed at an angle were done after these tests. Otherwise all 

the calculations remained the same as they were in the beginning. The one analysis that 

was least accurate, was the compression analysis as the results shows. 

The modulus of elasticity used in the analysis compared to the calculated modulus can be 

seen in figure 50 and 51 below. The calculated modulus is somewhat lower than the one 

the supplier mentions and what is used in the analysis. 

 

Figure 50 Modulus of elasticity for the FDM printed parts. The lines are the upper and lower modulus used in the 
analysis. 
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Figure 51 Modulus of elasticity for the Polyjet printed parts. The lines are the upper and lower modulus used in the 

analysis. 

7.1 Tension 

For the tensile bar the place and mode of failure is very easy to predict as there is only 

one place and only one way it can fail. So the tensile bars are therefore not that interesting 

to compare as the other parts. Tensile bars printed with FDM compared to the testing 

results can be seen in the chart below (figure 51). 

 

Figure 52 A chart of the analyzed interval the tensile bars should be in and the actual test results. The y-axis is N and 

x-axis is the print angle. 

As you can see the fail load for the tensile bars are somewhat lower than what the 

supplier’s promises. This has been the case in previous studies as well. There are some 

specimens that reach the interval of the analyzed strength, but most are somewhat lower. 

There is not quite enough FDM printed tensile bars tested in tension to get an accurate 

strength for every angle. As you can see from the testing results there were only two 

specimens printed at an angle of 90⁰ and four specimens printed at an angle of 30⁰ and 

60⁰ tested in tension. Flat specimens tested in tension were seven in total making their 

results reliable. Tensile bars printed with Polyjet can be seen in the chart below (figure 

52). 
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Figure 53 A chart of the analyzed interval the tensile bars should be in and the actual test results. The y-axis is N and 

x-axis is the print angle. 

In the chart above you can see that the supplier give a little higher strength in most cases 

here as well. In this chart there is also some specimen that reaches a little higher than 

what the analysis predicts. For most of the parts however the fail load is lower. The fail 

loads for the z-x-60 and z-x-90 specimens are in most cases very low compared to what 

we analyzed, except for a couple that reaches the analyzed strength and or even has higher 

strength. The print angle affects the parts more than we anticipated at first. For Polyjet 

printed parts linear strength compared to print angle is maybe not the best fit. There were 

six specimens printed at every angle except for 0⁰ as both flat and vertical specimens are 

counted as 0⁰.  

Both the triangles and the icosahedrons are made by multiple beams connected to each 

other. This means that there is a higher risk that one of the beams in these parts are weaker 

than the rest. Tensile bar tests indicate that there is a big interval in strength of parts 

printed, even if the parts are printed at the same time (same batch). So for most of the 

anticipated failures the load should be closer to the lower fail load rather than the higher. 

For the triangles the fail mode was anticipated to be buckling from the initial analysis, 

from the first tensile bar tested in compression we however realized that the load needed 

to buckle a beam is far higher than the analyzed result. This is why the analysis results 

have both the buckling and tension plus bending fail loads, tension plus bending load 

being the lowest fail load after buckling. The anticipated fail mode also changed to be 

tension plus bending instead of buckling due to this fact. Below you can see charts (figure 

53 and 54) with the fail load interval according to the analysis and the tested fail load for 

the triangles, for each specimen separately. 
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Figure 54 Charts with the fail load of triangles in loaded in the different scenarios. The y-axis value are N and the x-
axis are specimen. The red areas are the upper and lower analysis fail loads. 

As you can see most of the FDM printed triangles tested have a little lower fail load in 

reality than expected from the analysis. None of the flat printed triangles reached the 

expected fail loads, from the z-x and z-y printed half reached the expected load and about 

the same goes for the vertical printed triangles. Tri_ABS_FDM_1007 is a z-y printed 

triangle that had a fail load over the expected one, and Tri_ABS_FDM_1008 is flat 

printed specimen that failed at almost the expected load. All the FDM printed triangles 

failed as expected in tension plus bending in the anticipated beams. To see the print 

orientation of each specimen, look in table 8. These results accuracy are between 75-

100%. All of the tension tested triangles, broke in the anticipated place. Therefore the 

failure mode was 100% accurate for these tests. 

 

Figure 55 Charts with the fail loads for the tested triangles in the different load scenarios. The y-axis value are N and 
the x-axis are specimen. The red areas are the upper and lower analysis fail loads. 
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For the triangles printed with Polyjet most had a higher fail load than expected. One flat 

printed triangle (Tri_VB_PJ_1002) had a very low fail load, this could be explained by 

some sort of print malfunction or it could have been damaged somehow during transport. 

The z-x printed triangles (Tri_VB_PJ_1004 and Tri_VB_PJ_1005) have a failure load 

much higher than the calculated one. These triangles are also the ones that more or less 

shattered rather than failed at the one of beams (see appendix). One explanation for this 

could be some failure in the material. The Polyjet printed triangles failed as expected in 

tension plus bending, however the z-x printed specimens did fail in an unanticipated 

place. To see all the print orientations look in table 9. These results are not as accurate as 

the FDM printed triangles. Accuracy being only 20% for Tri_VB_PJ_1002 or up to 30% 

higher than expected for the rest. Failure mode accuracy for these parts were only 60%, 

as the two vert-x printed specimens failed in an unexpected place. 

The most interesting tests was the icosahedrons because there are more beams that are 

likely to fail than the other specimens. The expected fail mode was tension plus bending 

in all icosahedrons. The compared results can be seen in the figures 56 and 57 below. To 

see the print orientation for the different specimens look at tables 10 and 11. For the FDM 

printed icosahedrons the accuracy is between 77-100%. Polyjet printed icosahedrons had 

tested in tension had an accuracy of 95-100% and Rico_VB_PJ_1001 had a strength of 

2% over the expected. Failure mode accuracy was 100% for the FDM printed 

icosahedrons and 33% for the Polyjet printed ones. It was only the reinforced one that we 

anticipated the correct failure mode for the Polyjet. 

 

Figure 56 The results from both the tests and analysis for the FDM printed icosahedrons. The analyzed fail load in 

the chart is tension plus bending. 
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Figure 57 The results from both the analysis and tests for the Polyjet printed icosahedrons. 

As you can see from all the tension results above the accuracy of this method of predicting 

failure is promising. There are some specimens that fail in unpredicted ways, shattering, 

and some that withstand more, and some less, tension load than expected. All the FDM 

printed parts failed in the mode anticipated and more or less in the right place. The fail 

load for FDM printed parts is mostly right, accuracy being over 75%. There are some 

failures from the Polyjet printed triangles and icosahedrons that has to be analyzed some 

more, as some of them shattered. The load is almost correct for the icosahedrons printed 

by Polyjet but the fail mode could be wrong for some specimens. Apart from specimens 

shattering the results for the Polyjet parts also have a bigger spread in strength overall 

with an accuracy of 30% being the lowest and 30% over the expected being the highest. 

7.2 Compression 

For compression most of the results were in the beginning analyzed to fail in buckling. 

There were only a few tests done in compression, as we noticed the buckling load 

accuracy being very low making the analysis accuracy of the structures probably low as 

well. For those parts tested the results can be seen below in figures 58-63. 

The compression strength was also thought to be the same for all tensile bars no matter 

the print angle or orientation as the buckling failure only takes the modulus into 

consideration in the calculations. This was however not tested enough to say accurately, 

for the FDM printed parts these results at least leans towards that fact. For testing in 

compression more tests should be done and analysis should be changed so the buckling 

load is more accurate than in this thesis. The tensile bars tested in compression can be 

seen in the charts below. The accuracy for these results are wrong with a factor of 4-5 

for the FDM parts and 3-5 for the Polyjet printed parts. 
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Figure 58 A chart of the compression tested FDM printed tensile bars fail load and the analyzed buckling fail 

interval. 

 

Figure 59 A chart with the compression tested Polyjet printed tensile bars failing loads and analyzed buckling fail 

interval. 

Triangle tested in compression was anticipated to fail in tension plus bending. The only 

triangle that actually failed this way was the z-x printed specimens for both FDM and 

Polyjet. The other triangles failed in buckling as the initial analysis showed. The fail load 

is however wrong. In the charts below (figure 60 and 61) you find the results from testing 

and the analysis. The analysis results are tension plus bending as that was the anticipated 

result. The results from triangles that buckled are not considered a failure as we could not 

calculate the buckling load correct. With more tests the buckling load could be calculated 

more closely and the anticipated fail mode could be accurate. Accuracy for the failure 

load is 45-88% for FDM and 34-92% for Polyjet. Failure mode accuracy is 33% for FDM 

and 25% for Polyjet. 
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Figure 60 Both the test and analysis results from compression testing the triangles. 

 

Figure 61 Both the test and analysis results from compression testing the triangles. To see the print orientations for 
the different specimens look at table  

For the icosahedrons the failure mode was tension plus bending making these results 

anticipated to be quite accurate. As both the 3mm and 5mm, without reinforcement, 

Polyjet printed icosahedrons tested shattered, the fail mode is hard to say for sure. The 

compared results for the compression tested icosahedrons can be found below in figures 

61 and 62. 
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Figure 62 Results from compression testing the reinforced FDM printed icosahedrons. The red bar is the analyzed 

result area. Rico_ZBS_FDM_1003 is flat-x printed and Rico_ABS_FDM_1004 is z-x printed. 

 

Figure 63 Results from compression testing Polyjet printed icosahedrons. The red bar is the analyzed result area. All 

specimens in the chart are z-x printed. The Ico_VB_PJ_1004 has 5mm beams. 

As you can see from the FDM printed reinforced icosahedrons results, the fail mode is 

anticipated correct for both the flat-x and z-x printed specimens. The fail load is somewhat 

lower than anticipated in the analysis, accuracy being between 81-94%. Failure mode 

accuracy is 50% for FDM printed icosahedrons. For the Polyjet printed parts the 

icosahedrons without reinforcements needs to be analyzed more before you can determine 

the initial fail mode. Fail load for Polyjet printed specimen is also lower than anticipated, 

accuracy being between 31-66%. Failure mode accuracy is only 0% for Polyjet printed 

icosahedrons.  
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8 Conclusion 

From the results shown in this thesis there are some success and some results that could 

be considered as failures. This is to be expected as this is one of the first to do this kind 

of testing and analysis. The FDM printed materials show more promise to follow the steel 

failure principles, which is failure of the individual member, than the Polyjet printed ones. 

The calculations might need some adjustment as the test fail loads are somewhat lower 

than analyzed, otherwise it seems like a good principle to use on these kind of structures 

tested in this thesis. The Polyjet printed structures does not seem to be as suitable to have 

these failure principles as a failure analysis tool. Some of the Polyjet printed structures 

gave good results, but as almost half of them shattered in multiple places at the almost 

the same time instead of failing in only some beam or beams, making it hard to determine 

fail mode. There should be more tests done in both FDM and Polyjet, to see if this 

principle is suitable or not. 

Accuracy of the analysis vary a lot depending on specimen and test scenario. Tension 

testing gave more promising results as the accuracy in most cases was over 70%. 

Considering that the strength of the parts printed varied around 20% even if they were 

printed at the same time this accuracy of analysis is considered good. The compression 

testing was not as accurate considering the fail load for buckling was wrong with a factor 

of up to 5. The parts tested in compression that failed in tension plus bending had better 

accuracy. 

There are still more tests that have to be done to see if this principle could be implemented 

as a robust analysis tool. This thesis only tested tension and compression on the structures. 

Other failures that should be tested are torsion, shear and bending. Also other kind of 

structures and dimensions should be tested before you could say that this is, at all, a 

correct way to anticipate failure. In this thesis only the simplest structures were tested, 

apart from the icosahedrons which are somewhat more complicated. 

For future studies also other kinds of failure principles should be tested to see if they 

would fit AM better. Also other kind of 3D printing technologies should be tested if this 

is an accurate way of predicting failure. Instead of using steel failure principles, the way 

you calculate failure for composites and wood could be one way that suits this way of 

manufacturing better as 3D printed parts are like composites, built layer by layer. 

 To answer the questions mentioned in the introduction, you could calculate a 3D printed 

part with the steel frame construction principles in some cases, but there is still more work 

to be done before the results are reliable enough. This way of calculating failure is not yet 

complete, but a beginning. Hopefully these results will lay the groundwork for future 

studies. 
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